THE HEARTS CENTER
EASTER CONFERENCE and MERU UNIVERSITY 2008
Wellspring Retreat, Montana
Thursday, March 20th through Easter Sunday, March 23rd

The Resurrection of a Golden Crystal Age Economy for America and the World

Meru University
Holy Thursday, March 20th

7:00 a.m. Morning Rosary
8:30 Breakfast
9:30 Darshan with Jesus and Kuthumi
    Jesus discoursing on precipitation
1:00 Lunch
2:30 Darshan with Kuthumi plus his discoursing on Adeptship
5:00 Washing of feet and a sacred Last Supper
    Discourse by Jesus with Magda

Easter Conference
Good Friday, March 21st

7:00 a.m. Morning Rosary
    Heartstream by Padre Pio and Lanello
    Reflection
8:30 Breakfast
9:30 Preparation of our hearts to receive cosmic abundance
10:00 Taking Charge of Your Life: Paul Haugen
    Clearing of the subconscious
11:00 Break
11:15 Reclaiming the abundance of the Mother for her children
11:45 Update on the Economy: Jackie Fleder
12:15 Meditation
    Heartstream by Saint Anthony
    Reflection
1:00 Lunch
2:30 Resurrection of a Golden Age Economy through Mother flow
3:45 Break
4:00 The AUM’s (Ohms) Law; key to your abundance: John Fanuzzi
4:45 Resurrection of the Economy through the power of the Word
6:00 Dinner
7:30 Manifestation of the Golden Age Economy through Divine Vision
    Heartstream by Fortuna
    Reflection
Saturday, March 22nd

7:00 a.m. Morning Rosary
Heartstream by *Amaryllia*

Reflection

8:30 Breakfast

9:30 Enfolding the earth in Ruby Love

10:30 **Ruby Ray Teachings for the Aquarian Age:** Cheryl Bench
Experiencing Oneness with the Sacred Heart of Jesus:

11:30 Break

11:45 Enfolding the Earth in Ruby Love

12:15 Meditation
Heartstream by *John the Beloved*

Reflection

1:00 Lunch

2:30 Enfolding the earth in Ruby Love (Knights and Ladies ONLY 2:30-5:00 p.m.)

4:30 Meditation
Heartstream by *Chamuel and Charity*

Reflection

4:45 Break

5:00 **Compassionate Communication** with Maria Min

6:00 Dinner

7:30 Violet Flame for Freedom!

*Mystery* Heartstream

Easter Sunday, March 23rd

7:00 a.m. Morning Rosary (maybe indoor sunrise service)
Heartstream by *Mother Mary*

8:30 Breakfast

9:30 Easter Egg hunt and games

10:30 Children’s story, songs and prayers

11:00 Easter Sunday Family Service

11:00 Meditation
Heartstream by *Jesus*

Love Offering

Communion

Baptisms

12:00 Reflection and sharing

12:30 Lunch

2:00 Community meeting

3:30 Break

3:45 Resurrection of the abundant life within you

4:15 **Wellspring's Crystal Grid:** Maria Min

4:45 Resurrecting the Crystal Golden Age through the spoken Word

5:15 Meditation

Heartstream by the *God of Gold*

Reflection

6:00 Dinner

7:30 Violet Flame for Victory!

Heartstream by *Victory* (sealing of conference)